Driving a Taxi Taught Me Hydraulic Brakes Are Best!

READ THIS CERTIFIED INTERVIEW WITH JOHN GRASSANG, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK

"You Bet I picked Plymouth for my own family. I'm not taking any chances."

Steering and starting ... weaving in and out of traffic ... taxi driver John Grassang knows the importance of having good brakes ... always!

That's why he picked a Plymouth for his own family. "Because it has hydraulic brakes. I've found they're best. They stop you quick. They take hold. They're on all four wheels. They're automatically self-energized. There's no side skidding," said Grassang.

Another reason he picked Plymouth was for its safety steel body — steel reinforced with steel. "You need this protection these days. No man wants his family to take chances," he says.
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1. "It's no shock driving a taxi. I have to travel fast ... but always trying to drive on a clean. I'd be out of here in this if it didn't have Hydraulic brakes."

2. "Every day I get 'Harry calls.' People line up for appointments — I have to 'make time.' But if anything should happen it'd be just too bad for me."

3. "'Dodging trucks and sideshadowing takes good brakes. In eight years of driving I've never had an accident."

4. "Hydraulic Brakes have kept me out of trouble hundreds of times. You can bet I'm not taking chances on any other kind — in a car for my family."

5. "Next to safety used comfort. So Plymouth has preeminent Floating Power engine mountings to keep all vibration away from the passengers."

You'll also find the best kind of individual Wheel Springing in Plymouth. These big coil springs smooth out the roughest roads.

Plymouth is the only low-priced car that can give you all four of the vital features you need — Hydraulic Brakes, Safety Steel Body, Floating Power and Individual Wheel Springing.

Also for the smallest extra charge in the industry (only $10 extra on DeLuxe Sedans) you can have improved Duplile Safety Plate Glass throughout.

Ride in a Plymouth before you make any decision. Ask Dugdale De Soto or Chrysler dealer will demonstrate.
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